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THE GOAL of this note is to correct statements of some assertions in [4]. The author would 
like to thank Agnieszka Bojanowska and Bob Oliver for pointing out a mistake in the proof 
of Proposition 4.4 in [4]. The mistake occurs in the G-vector bundle extension arguments. 
We note that Proposition 4.4 is not true due to a counterexample provided by Bob Oliver. 
We wish to mention all assertions in [4] which have used Proposition 4.4 with the 
incorrect statement. First of all, in the proof of Theorem 4.5 in [4], instead of using 
Proposition 4.4 in [4], we may apply Proposition 4.4 from [3] to complete the arguments in 
the proof of Theorem 4.5 in [4]. 
Proposition 5.5 in [4] should be corrected as follows. For a prime p and an integer 
n 2 1, denote by Sin-r the sphere S’“-l with the standard free action of the cyclic group of 
order p. For distinct primes pl, p2, . . . ,p& and any finite dimensional CW complex M, the 
join &f*S~~-‘*S~-‘* .++ *Sz-’ admits a natural action of the cyclic group G of order 
p1 p2 . . . p&, such that the join has the structure of a finite dimensional G-CW complex 
containing M as the G-fixed point set. We always assume that M has countably many cells. 
The following proposition is a corrected version of Proposition 5.5 in [4]. All K-theory 
rings occurring here are (equivariant) complex K-theory rings of (equivariant) spaces, and 
we refer the reader to [S], Proposition 3.2 and its Remark for a proof of this corrected 
version which, as in [4], uses Lemma 5.4 from [4]. 
PROPOSITION. Let G be the cyclic group of order plp2 . . . p& for distinct primes 
pl, p2, . . . , p& with k 2 1. Let M be ajnite dimensional C W complex, and let ,u be an element of 
K(M). Then, for some non-negative integers a,, a2, . . . , a&, the element p?py . . . pp p ofK (M) 
lies in the image of the composition 
Kc(M * s,, 2n-1*S~~-1*...*S~-1),Ko(M)_,K(M) 
of the restriction homomorphism and the G-trivial summand homomorphism. 
Proposition 5.5 was used in [4] to prove Theorems 5.6 and 5.9. Due to the corrected 
version of Proposition 5.5, we have to correct the assertions in Theorems 5.6 and 5.9 to the 
effect that for the identity connected component G,-, of G, the quotient group G/G0 (instead 
of having a cyclic subgroup not of prime power order) contains either cyclic subgroups of 
orders pq, pr, and qr for distinct primes p, q, r, or cyclic subgroups of orders pq and rs for 
distinct primes p, q, r, s. The proofs of the corrected versions of Theorems 5.6 and 5.9 are 
similar to those presented in [4]. The idea is to reduce considerations to the case when the 
acting group G is a finite group with appropriate cyclic subgroups (in [4], just one cyclic 
subgroup not of prime power order), and then to apply the following theorem. 
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THE EXISTENCE THEOREM. Let G be a jinite group containing either cyclic subgroups of 
orders pq, pr, and qr for distinct primes p, q, r, or cyclic subgroups of orders pq and rs for 
distinct primes p, q, r, s. Let M be aJinite dimensional C W complex (resp., ajinite C W complex 
with x(M) = 1 (mod no), where flo is the Oliver integer of G), and let p be a complex vector 
bundle over M. Then, there exist both a jinite dimensional (resp., aJinite) contractible G-C W 
complex X with Xc = M and a complex G-vector bundle 5 over X such that the bundles (tlnr)’ 
and p are stably equivalent. 
The Existence Theorem follows from Proposition presented above (the corrected ver- 
sion of Proposition 5.5 in [4]) by using induction techniques imilar to those described in 
[4], the proof of Theorem 5.9, and [S], the proof of Theorem 4.3. 
Since Theorem 5.4 in [4] can be proven without Proposition 4.4 in [4], Theorem A in 
[4] holds without any changes. However, the corrections presented above force us to 
change the assertion of Theorem B in [4] to the effect that instead of assuming that G/G, 
has a cyclic subgroup not of prime power order, we have to assume that G/G, has 
appropriate cyclic subgroups as in The Existence Theorem. At the moment, we do not know 
whether or not this correction is necessary. A number of results in [l, 21 yield the conjecture 
that, in fact, Theorem B in [4] is also true without any changes. 
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Poland 
Note added in proof. Recently, Bob Oliver completed the answer to the question of which 
smooth manifolds can occur as the fixed point sets for smooth actions of a given finite group 
on a disk or Euclidean space. The answer is contained in his preprint Fixed point sets and 
tangent bundles of actions on disks and Euclidean spaces, Prbpublications Mathkmatiques de 
l’universiti Paris-Nord, P&publication 94-16. In particular, it follows from Theorems 0.1 
and 0.2 of his preprint that Theorem B of [4] is true, confirming the conjecture posed above. 
